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was the belief that â€œchildren and sure way with the art of preparing the child for his first school days. .. Louis B.
Wright, The Cultural Life of the American Colonies (New York: Harper and Row.

The Company hopes to increase its profits in this corporate venture. History - Dr. These characteristics remain
largely the same throughout much of the colonial era, with three exceptions: Larger numbers of women arrive.
The final one was almost taken back over by the passengers aboard and crashed into an open grassland with
out of the people dead. But remember, during the entire period of English colonization to , the vast majority of
America was populated by American Indians. They emphasized farm ownership. Indian resistance in New
England was over, but the price had been high. The colony began as a trading corporation but by , the
company had evolved into a provincial government. Clearly no church establishments could be imposed on
such a mixed population. France - The French had established a strong trading colony in Quebec, had built a
strong inland empire for fur trading throughout the Mississippi River regions, and had several settlements
along important water routes. The most important figures in Albany in this movement were
African-Americans Stephen and Harriet Myers, who were active from at least up to the time of the Civil War.
To meet their needs, merchants sought assistance from the king who, in turn, benefited from the expansion of
corporations. The middle colonies were the most diverse and multicultural of the three regions.
Euro-Americans used discrimination, subordination, enslavement, paternalism, and finally, violent policies to
deal with their racial fears and prejudices. Trade unions used political influence to limit working hours as early
as  The New England colonies practices a strictly Calvinist faith. Its early buildings disappear and the land
reverts to agriculture. As economic and political tensions developed between the colonies and England in the ,
the citizens of Albany supported the First Continental Congress in Philadelphia and Albany native Philip
Livingston was one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence. To study the development of the unique
American character, attitudes, and practices. Tutors sometimes used dunce caps and nose pinchers to keep
students in line. Social differences: The Southern Colonies developed a socially-stratified society based upon
English tradition. Soon after the two systems were established adjacent to each other, conflicts arose as to who
owed allegiance to the Dutch West India Company and who was a tenant of the Van Rensselaers. For
example, Roger Williams, who questioned the Puritans' actions toward Native Americans was expelled from
Massachusetts Bay in and he went on to found the colony of Rhode Island, where religious dissenters could
find a place of refuge from Massachusetts Bay, just as the people of Massachusetts Bay had found refuge from
England. Thus, it was not the European influences that were strongest in the s - it was the Indian influence.


